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Callose is a 1,3-b glucan responsible for several processes in planta such as cell

division, ripening of pollen mother cells, maintaining the plasmodesmata

opening, and providing structure to the sieve plates. Besides the physiological

roles, callose is deposited during pathogen attacks, forming papillae to prevent

pathogen entrance into the tissue or plugging the sieve pores to limit the spread

of phloem pathogens. Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas), the putative

causal agent of Huanglongbing (HLB), is a phloem-restricted pathogen whose

infection leads to the production of callose in the phloem. Characterizing the

dynamics of callose plugging during HLB is important for understanding the

disease, but no published protocols are available for the extraction and

quantification of the callose in citrus trees, and quantitative data are limited.

Detection of callose by microscopy is time-consuming and expensive and does

not give information about the distribution of callose in the entire plant. Here, we

present a short protocol for the efficient extraction and quantification of the total

callose from citrus plants. We compared different tissues from healthy and CLas-

infected plants and identified an increase in callose levels in the midribs, the

stems, and the fruit peduncles of infected plants. Callose levels were highest in

leaves, especially midribs, compared to stems, roots, and fruit peduncles. This

method could be applied to other woody plant species.
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1 Introduction

Callose is a heterogeneous 1,3- glucan involved in a wide variety

of plant developmental processes and synthesized by the callose

synthase complex (Kauss, 1996; Verma and Hong, 2001); it is

anatomically located at the plasmodesmata and the sieve plates,

where it ensures the symplastic movement of compounds from cell

to cell, and it maintains the structure and the stability of the sieve

pores (Ellinger and Voigt, 2014). Callose is ubiquitous in plants: in

the model plant Arabidopsis, callose represents ~0.3% of the total

sugar content (Falter et al., 2015).

Besides its physiological roles, callose functions as a first

response against a broad assortment of pathogens and stresses

(Chen and Kim, 2009). Callose can be involved in the formation

of papillae (Kauss, 1996; Maor and Shirasu, 2005), in plugging

the xylem (Rapicavoli et al., 2018; Kashyap et al., 2021), and in

the constriction of the sieve pores together with the sieve element

occlusion-related proteins (SEOR) (Bernardini et al., 2020,

2022a; Pagliari et al., 2017; van Bel, 2019). Thus, callose

quantification and evaluation in plants can have several merits

in understanding physiological responses, as well as plant

defense in plants.

Several studies reported the use of strong acids or basic

solutions for callose extraction (Kessler, 1958; Kauss et al., 1989;

Kohler et al., 2000). Indeed, in concentrated acids, saline solutions,

and 15% caustic soda, it shows unlimited solubilization; however, a

considerable percentage of the callose cannot be readily solubilized

in dilute alkali (Kauss et al., 1989). Kessler (1958) showed that

callose could be solubilized in organic solvents, and it is water-

insoluble in acids and 10% NaOH. Solubilization also occurs when

callose is converted into a derivative by substitution of the hydroxyl

groups. Köhle et al. (1985) showed that callose from soybean was

completely solubilized in 1 N NaOH while Hildebrandt (1987)

reported that callose in tobacco leaf is partly alkali-insoluble. The

problems related to the solubility of callose may be overcome by

partial acid hydrolysis with 2N H2SO4 or 80% formic acid, which

presumably results in a decrease in the degree of polymerization

(Kauss et al., 1989). Alternatively, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)

might be used as a solvent (Kohler et al., 2000). However, the

extraction with NaOH remains the most widely used method for the

quantitative determination of callose in various plants (Hirano

et al., 2004; Hirano and Brunner, 2006).

The evaluation of callose deposition by direct observation with

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or with the use of

confocal/fluorescent microscopy is a technique widely used to

evaluate the callose content in tissues (Zavaliev and Epel, 2015;

Welker et al., 2021; Welker and Levy, 2022) as it gives a precise

localization of the callose deposits in tissues; however, representing

only a thin section of plant tissue; it is a descriptive rather than a

quantitative method and does not provide an absolute measure of

the callose content in the tissues. Conversely, spectrofluorometric

protocols are available for the extraction and quantification of

callose from Arabidopsis (Kohler et al., 2000), Castanea sativa,

and Picea abies (Hirano and Brunner, 2006). However, these

protocols are not efficient for citrus or other woody plants due to

the different composition of the tissue and the detection limit: citrus
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has a strong background autofluorescence from the xylem (this

study), thus a more sensitive method (compared to the ones

previously utilized) is needed. Currently, there are no specific

protocols established for citrus able to detect small differences in

callose concentration and to overcome the xylem autofluorescence.

The citrus industry is well-established and economically

relevant in several countries worldwide with a total production of

144,000 thousand tons (FAO, 2021). Several pathogens and stresses

affect the health status of citrus orchards. In many of the biotic and

abiotic stresses, one of the first lines of defense is the synthesis of

callose. Phytophthora spp. are soil and water-borne pathogens

responsible for root rot and foot rot in citrus. Citrus fights the

pathogen by surrounding the hyphae with callose, especially in

Phytopthora-resistant plants (Gaikwad et al., 2023). After the

induction of the defense system with hexanoic acid, lesions

caused by Alternaria alternata are reduced, and the callose

content increases (Dalio et al., 2017).

Among the bacterial pathogens, Xanthomonas citri is counted

as one of the most dangerous pathogens of citrus, causing citrus

canker. Plants transformed with the gene encoding for the copper

and zinc superoxide dismutase showed increased callose and

decreased lesions caused by X. citri (Docema et al., 2023).

Even more devastating than X. citri, Candidatus Liberibacter

asiaticus (CLas) is the causal agent of Huanglongbing (aka HLB or

citrus greening disease), is a vector-borne disease of citrus. After

CLas colonization, a high accumulation of callose inside the sieve

element, the site of infection of the pathogen, has been reported

(Koh et al., 2012). Infected sieve elements were previously reported

to contain high levels of callose at the sieve plates when analyzed by

microscopy (Achor et al., 2010, 2020; Granato et al., 2019;

Bernardini et al., 2022b). Thus, callose was shown to increase in

midribs from infected leaves (Achor et al., 2020, 2010; Granato

et al., 2019; Bernardini et al., 2022b) and infected stems (Achor

et al., 2020). However, besides the starch accumulation, no callose

deposition has been reported in the palisade and spongy

parenchyma of the leaf laminae and similarly, no substantial

callose deposition was observed in roots after infection (Achor

et al., 2020). We compared midribs and fruit peduncles (enriched in

sieve elements), leaf laminae (enriched in palisade and spongy

parenchyma), and roots from healthy and infected citrus to prove

that the protocol is sensitive to differences that were previously

demonstrated with microscopic methods.

Considering the above-reported examples, the development of a

protocol to describe the callose response is important; having a way

to quantify the amount of callose inside the citrus plant will enable a

better understanding of the plant response to the pathogen and the

mechanisms the plant uses to limit the spread and the impact of the

pathogen. Based on these considerations, here, we present a short

protocol for the efficient extraction and quantitative determination

of callose from leaves, stems, fruit peduncles, and roots of Citrus

sinensis (sweet orange). This protocol was validated by comparing

the results from this protocol with the light microscopy analysis.

In the study of citrus, an effective protocol that allows us to analyze

a great number of samples and to provide a comprehensive overview of

the plant is still needed: microscopy techniques have unquestionable

precision as they show the exact location of the callose deposits, but
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they are highly time-consuming, and they do not give a general

overview of the total callose distribution and content. The following

protocol is divided into two parts: extraction followed by staining, and

the consequent evaluation of the fluorescence using a

fluorospectrophotometer. The extraction involves the removal of the

chlorophyll in EtOH and the consequent extraction of the total callose

with 1M NaOH. After the extraction, the samples can be stored at 4°C

for up to 6 months without any negative effects on the subsequent

evaluation of callose content. This protocol provides a faster and more

reliable method to process a larger number of samples than

microscopy, and it allows assessments representative of the entire

plant and not only of small areas or the site of infection.
2 Materials and equipment
Fron
1. Liquid nitrogen;

2. Mortars and pestles;

3. Screw-cap 2 mL tubes (cat. 3463PK, Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA);

4. Flat-top snap-capped 2 mL tubes (cat. 05-408-138,

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA);

5. Chrome steel beads (3.2mm diameter, cat. 11079132c,

Biospec Products, Bartlesville, OK, USA);

6. Ethyl alcohol 96% (EtOH, molecular biology grade, CAS

#64-17-5, Thermo Scientific Chemicals, Waltham,

Massachusetts, USA);

7. Sodium hydroxide, white pellets (NaOH, CAS #1310-

73-2 , Thermo Scientific Chemicals , Waltham,

Massachusetts, USA);

8. Liquid hydrochloric acid, solution 6N (HCl, CAS #7647-

01-0 , Thermo Scientific Chemicals , Waltham,

Massachusetts, USA);

9. Aniline blue, water-soluble powder (CAS #28631-66-5,

Electron Microscope Science, Hatfield, PA, USA);

10. Glycine, powder (CAS #56-40-6, Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA);

11. TissueLyser II (cat 85300, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany);

12. Ultrasonicator (2510 Branson, Marshall Scientific,

Hampton, NH, USA);

13. Digital heat block (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,

Massachusetts, USA), water bath can be used as well;

14. P1000;

15. P100;

16. Tips 1000 mL;
17. Tips 100 mL;
18. 96-well plates (clear or black), (cat. 3355, Thermofisher

Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)

19. BioTek Fluorescence Microplate Readers FLx800 (Biotek

Instruments INC, Vermont, USA);

20. CM-Pachyman, Carboxymethylated, (DS ~ 0.3) highly

purified Pachyman, powder, for the assay of endo-1,3-b-
D-glucanase (Carboxymethyl Pachyman, Megazyme

Standard, Wicklow, Ireland)
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Solutions needed:

Aniline blue staining: Dissolve 0.1 mg of aniline blue in 100 mL

of distilled water to have a 0.1 w/v stock solution. Before use, dilute

the solution to 0.01 v/w. Keep both working and stock solutions

under foil to avoid light exposure.

NaOH 1M: Dissolve 4.0 g of NaOH in 100 mL of distilled water.

HCl 1M: dilute 16.6 mL of 6N HCl in 83.4 mL of ddH2O;

NaOH-Glycine 1M: Dissolve 4.0 g of NaOH and 7.5 g of glycine

in 80 mL of distilled water. Add HCl to adjust the pH of the solution

to 9.5. Adjust the volume to 100 mL.
3 Methods

3.1 Tissue collection

Ten 7-year-old ‘Valencia’ orange trees (C. sinensis (L.) Osbeck)

budded on Swingle citrumelo (C. paradisi Macf. x Poncirus

trifoliata) rootstock potted (pot dimensions: 10.2 × 10.2 × 35.6

cm) in a commercial growing medium (mixture of peat/perlite/

vermiculite at 3:1:1 by volume) were used in this study. Five of them

were previously infected with CLas through exposure to infected

vector insects Diaphorina citri (Kuwayama) (Hall et al., 2013).

Throughout the experiment, the plants (healthy and infected)

were grown under natural light conditions in the greenhouse; the

temperature and relative humidity of the greenhouse fluctuated

between 22 and 25°C and 60% to 80%, respectively. Before the

sample collection, five leaves randomly taken from each plant were

tested by qPCR to confirm the presence of the bacterium following a

commonly used protocol (Li et al., 2006). From those plants, entire

leaves, midribs, stems, and roots were collected for callose

extraction and quantification. For the fruit peduncle, due to the

impossibility of obtaining a reasonable amount of healthy and

infected fruit in the greenhouse condition, HLB-symptomatic

lopsided and asymptomatic nonlopsided fruits were collected

from an HLB-affected ‘Valencia’ orchard in Lake Alfred, FL, in

March 2023.

For validation of the callose quantification protocol, eight 5-

year-old ‘Duncan’ grapefruit plants (C. paradisi Macf.) potted (pot

dimensions: 10.2 × 10.2 × 35.6 cm) in a commercial growing

medium (mixture of peat/perlite/vermiculite at 3:1:1 by volume)

were used. Four of them were exposed to the vector insects and

tested by qPCR as reported above. From those plants, four midribs

were collected from fully expanded leaves. Each midrib was divided

in half: half midrib was used for the light microscopy callose

analysis and in the other half callose was quantified using the

proposed protocol.
3.2 Callose extraction

The time required to carry out the extraction step is 7 days for

chlorophyll clearing and 5 h for effective extraction of the callose.

Figure 1 reports in detail the procedure to extract and stain

the callose.
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Harvest the tissue and freeze it immediately in liquid nitrogen.

Grind the samples with a mortar and pestle using liquid nitrogen

then weigh (20 mg) and transfer to 2.0 mL screw-cap tubes suitable

for use with TissueLyser (cat 85300, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).

Grind the sample a second time with steel beads using TissueLyser

(30 s up to 8 times). Keep the powder frozen. Add 1.0 mL of 100%

EtOH to the sample. To avoid the formation of clumps, quickly mix

the samples (15–20 sec) with TissueLyser. Remove the beads.

Incubate the samples at RT and remove the chlorophyll by

incubating the samples for seven days on an orbital shaker with

several changes of ethanol until all chlorophyll is gone.

After 7 days of washing, centrifuge the samples for 5 min at

10000g, and discard the EtOH. Soak the tissue for 5 min in 1.2 mL

ethanol at 50°C in a heat block and mix. Centrifuge for 5 min at

10000g at room temperature. Discard the EtOH. After this step, wash

the pellet in 600 mL ethanol and vortex, and centrifuge for 5 min at

4000g at room temperature; repeat this step twice. Dissolve the

sample in 1650 mL of 1M NaOH. Sonicate for 20 min and mix

regularly to allow the disruption of the cells. Incubate the samples for

90 min at 85°C in a heat block and shake frequently (every 2–3 min).

Cool down to room temperature (~10 min), and centrifuge for 10

min at 10000g. Transfer the supernatant to a fresh snap-capped tube.

The supernatant can be stored at 4°C for up to 6 months.

For the quantitative determination of extracted callose,

supplement 25–100 mL of supernatant with 200–275 mL of NaOH
Frontiers in Agronomy 04
1M (add NaOH to the sample up to 300 mL) and 1.2 mL loading

mixture [400 mL 0.01 (w/v) aniline blue in water; 210 mL 1M HCL;

590 mL 1M glycine/NaOH buffer pH 9.5]. For accurate callose

determination, run a parallel assay to evaluate the autofluorescence

of the sample: supplement 25–100 mL of supernatant with 275–200

mL of NaOH 1M (up to 300 mL) and 1.2 mL blank loading mixture

[400 mL distilled water; 210 mL 1 MHCL; 590 mL 1M glycine/NaOH

buffer pH 9.5]. To have a blank of the assay (autofluorescence of the

aniline blue), supplement 300 mL of 1M NaOH with the loading

mixture [400 mL 0.01 (w/v) aniline blue in water; 210 mL 1M HCL;

590 mL 1M glycine/NaOH buffer pH 9.5] and 300 mL of 1M NaOH

with the blank loading mixture [400 mL distilled water; 210 mL 1M

HCL; 590 mL 1M glycine/NaOH buffer pH 9.5]. After 20 min

incubation at 50°C under aluminum foil, cool down the samples

under the foil to room temperature for about 10 min. Load a 96-well

plate. Four technical readings should be performed for the stained

samples and four for the autofluorescence of the samples. The total

fluorescence of the samples, representing both autofluorescence and

fluorescence of the callose/sirofluor complex is determined with

a fluorescence spectrophotometer (BioTek Fluorescence Microplate

Readers FLx800) at 360-nm excitation wavelength, a 460-nm

emission wavelength. The signal of the sample treated with the

loading mixture containing aniline blue is the total fluorescence of

the sample, and the signal of the sample treated with the blank

loading mixture is autofluorescence.
FIGURE 1

User-friendly protocol for callose extraction. The picture reports step-by-step the protocol followed for the extraction and the quantification of the
callose. Before adding the EtOH all the steps should be carried out in frozen conditions. After the addition of aniline blue, the samples may be kept
under the foil, to prevent the degradation of the fluorescence. The protocol can be stopped after the extraction of the callose and before the
staining. Picture realized with Biorender.
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3.3 Interpolation of the data with the
standard curve

Because of the chemical heterogeneity of callose, quantifications

were based on a comparison with the fluorescence of known

amounts of the commercial b-1,3-glucan CM-Pachyman. To

obtain the standard curve, 60 mg, 30 mg, 15 mg, 7.5 mg, 3.75 mg,
1.875 mg, 0.93 mg, 0.47 mg and 0.23 mg from a stock solution of 5 mg/

mL were diluted in 1M NaOH, in a final volume of 300mL. The
dilutions were supplemented with the loading mixture (see above).

To evaluate the autofluorescence of the standard, a parallel assay

was carried out and the standards were supplemented with the

blank loading mixture (see above). 300 mL of 1M NaOH

supplemented with the loading mixture and 300 mL of NaOH

supplemented with the blank loading mixture were used

respectively as point 0 fluorescence and point 0 autofluorescence

of the standard curve. The standard curve was obtained by

subtracting the autofluorescence of the standard and the net

fluorescence of point 0 from the total fluorescence of the

standard. The obtained curve correlates the intensity of

fluorescence with the amount of standard stained. The net

fluorescence of point 0 was calculated by subtracting the

autofluorescence from the total fluorescence of the aniline blue.

Here we provide the formula used to normalize the data. At the

numerator, we interpolate the data with the standard curve to obtain

the μg of callose in the volume supplemented by the staining solution

(generally between 25–100 μL). At the denominator, we reported the

amount of mg that is present in the volume supplemented by the

staining solution. In the formula, the net fluorescence is the total

fluorescence of the sample – the autofluorescence of the sample – the

net fluorescence value of the point 0 measure. The “mg FW” is the mg

of fresh tissue (typically ~20 mg) collected to perform the assay. For

μL of the solution, we mean the amount of clarified extract used in the

assay. The μL loaded is the amount of solution loaded in the plate

(usually 300 mL).

callose equivalents  CM − Pachyman
ug
mg

fresh tissue

� �

=

(tot sampl fluo − autofluo sample − net fluo point0)
3:9883

( 1
0:4715)

h i

mgFW  · ml of solution
1650

� �
· ml loaded

1500

� �
3.4 Light microscopy callose analysis and
experimental time evaluation

Four midribs for each plant were analyzed. The samples were

stained with aniline blue solution as previously reported (Welker

et al., 2021). Samples were visualized with a Leica SP8 LSCM (Leica

Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Aniline blue fluorescence

was excited with a 405nm diode laser and emission was detected at

475-525nm. For each replicate, at least 14 pictures were collected. To

obtain the 3D picture, we collected 300z-stack pictures for the phloem

area. The stacks were managed with the software LASX to build the

3D reconstruction (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL, USA).
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Imaging analysis was performed to evaluate the callose deposits.

The number, the total fluorescent area, and the area of each callose

deposit were evaluated as previously reported (Zavaliev and Epel,

2015) using FIJI software (Schindelin et al., 2012) and the algorithm

Bernsen with radius = 5. The callose particles were distinguished

from the autofluorescence by size and shape. We filtered the

particles of the mask from the algorithm with a maximum size of

100 μm2 and a circularity of 0.5–1.0 (where 1.0 is considered the

maximum circularity).

For those samples, the total time of extraction and the total time

of the microscopy analysis was measured.
3.5 Data analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using R with RStudio

software Version 1.1.456 (RStudio Team, 2020). RStudio:

Integrated Development for R. RStudio, PBC, Boston, MA).

Conformity to the normal distribution and homogeneity of

variances were checked with Shapiro-Wilk’s test and Bartlett’s test

respectively. Where necessary, data were normalized with a Box-

Cox transformation. For each analysis, a Student’s t-test was used to

determine significant differences among the treatment group means

(healthy or infected) with p < 0.05.
4 Results

We presented a short protocol for the efficient extraction of callose

from C. sinensis cv Valencia, in which callose deposition is a general

response to many pathogens. We collected samples from different

tissues: leaf blades, midribs, stems, fruit peduncles, and roots. We

observed a substantial accumulation of callose in the peduncle, midrib,

and stem tissue of HLB-affected trees, while root and leaf blades did not

show significant differences between healthy and HLB-affected plants.
4.1 Considerations

Table 1 lists possible problems that may arise during the entire

process that require attention. Accurate weights of the tissue from

which the callose is extracted are critically important, to avoid

exponential errors in the results.

In the first part of the protocol, the samples must be flash-frozen

in liquid nitrogen as quickly as possible once they have been

collected. In this way, the risk of callose production in the

harvested tissue is reduced. The production of callose can happen

in a relatively short time. Mullendore et al. (2010) demonstrated

that callose formation occurs within minutes from the injury. Thus,

we need to underline that the sampling time has a pivotal role in the

effectiveness of the entire procedure. Moreover, it is crucial to use

tubes that can withstand several cycles in the Tissuelyser so it will be

possible to grind as much as possible. We noticed that perfect

grinding greatly improves the callose extraction. To prevent callose

synthesis during the grinding and weighing process the tissue must

be frozen.
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The daily change of ethanol is essential for the removal of all the

chlorophyll contained in the tissue from which the callose is being

extracted. The incomplete removal of chlorophyll could have

negative effects in the extraction phase with NaOH and the

consequent aberrant measurement of autofluorescence with the

fluorospectrophotometer. The autofluorescence, in fact, highly

affects the final value of the quantified callose. Other serious

problems arise when soluble autofluorescent substances are

present or are formed during the treatment of the plant material

with NaOH (Kauss et al., 1989). This problem may be avoided by

several changes of ethanol before the extraction of callose with

NaOH. The clearing process must be done on the roots as well, to

remove compounds that can interfere with the readings.

The central phase of the callose extraction is the exposure of the

sample to 90°C with NaOH 1M, and the sample must be vortexed as

often as possible. We notice that shaking the samples every two

minutes greatly increases the amount of callose extracted.

Finally, in the preparation of the sample for reading with the

fluorospectrophotometer, it is suggested to use stocks of fresh reagents

and not expose the sample and the aniline blue staining to the light.
4.2 The standard curve using the
CM-Pachyman

A standard curve of the fluorescence of CM-Pachyman was

obtained by the analysis of three independent curves, each obtained

with fresh reagents (Figure 2), Table 2 reports the value of net

fluorescence for each point of the standard curve.
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4.3 Comparisons of callose amounts in
healthy and infected citrus tissues

The amount of callose obtained strongly depends on the type of

tissue analyzed. Generally, roots have shown a lower concentration

of callose in the healthy plants (6.77 μg/mg FW, ± 1.47) compared

with the HLB-affected (11.45 μg/mg FW, ± 3.85), but without

significant differences (Figure 3A).

There were no significant differences between healthy and

infected leaf blades (Figure 3B) (respectively 14.85 ± 3.91 and

19.05 ± 5.82 μg/mg FW). In the midribs, healthy trees showed

lower content of callose (Figure 3C) (16.29 μg/mg FW, ± 2.85),

which is nearly half the content in the infected plants (30.64 μg/mg

FW, ± 5.58). In the stem tissue (Figure 3D), infected citrus plants

showed an increase in callose amount (12.05±1.97 μg/mg FW),

which was more than 50 % higher compared with healthy trees

(5.95±0.30 μg/mg FW). Peduncles from asymptomatic fruit had a

concentration of callose of 4.96±0.69μg/mg FW, which was

significantly lower compared with 9.08±1.98μg/mg FW in

symptomatic fruit peduncles (Figure 3E).

Precision: Based on the sequential dilution of the standard CM-

Pachyman, we can assume that the lower detection limit is 0.23 μg

of CM-Pachyman equivalents. In fact, for dilutions under that

value, the fluorescence of the standard stained with aniline blue

was equal to point 0 (data not shown). However, CM-Pachyman

equivalents higher than 60 μg saturated the staining solution

reaching a plateau of the standard curve. Therefore, whenever the

samples show a value greater than the last point of the standard

curve, using a dilution of the sample is required.
4.4 Comparison with the microscopy
method, and evaluation of protocol length

To validate this protocol, we collected healthy and infected

midribs of ‘Duncan’ grapefruit and we tested them using the

protocol presented here and with the light microscopy method.

Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison. In the 3D microscopic

reconstruction, healthy samples show a strong autofluorescence in
FIGURE 2

Standard curve for the calculation of the amount of callose. Each
point is an average value of three technical replicates ± SE of
the mean.
TABLE 1 Possible problems during the extraction and quantification of
callose fluorescence.

Troubleshooting Cause Solution

1. High
autofluorescence

Excess tissue
used for

the extraction.

Reduce the amount of sample
used for extraction.

Incomplete
chlorophyll
removal.

Increase the washing time/
change the EtOH more often at
the beginning of the protocol.

2. High standard
deviation

between replicates

Improper
sample storage.

Samples must be placed
immediately in liquid nitrogen

after collection.

Heterogeneous
samples
collection

Similar samples for all
the replicates.

Low precision in
the

weighting step
Precision in the weighting step.

3. Net fluorescence
below the point 0 of the

standard curve

High
background
noise (see

troubleshooting
1)

See troubleshooting 1.

Not fresh
NaOH-

glycine solution.

Store the solution at 4°C and
use it within one week.
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the xylem (Figure 4A, inset i) and few callose deposits, while CLas

infection causes an increase of callose deposits (Figure 4A, inset ii).

The imaging analysis shows an increased amount of callose deposits

and increased total area occupied by the fluorescent dots

(Figures 4B, C), with an average of 71 ± 4.00 and 233 ± 16 for

the count and 468.15 ± 24.03 and 1545.91± 103.78 μm2 for the total

area in healthy and infected samples respectively. The average size

of the fluorescent dots was not affected by the presence of the
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pathogen (Figure 4D). The same samples, analyzed with the

protocol presented here, showed an average content of callose of

11.49 ± 3.18 and 198.76 ± 59.44 μg/mg FW for healthy and infected

respectively (Figure 4E). We then compared the time needed for

running this protocol and the microscopy protocol (Figure 4F). To

process the grapefruit samples with the protocol presented here, 580

min were needed. The same number of samples was analyzed in 990

min with the microscopy protocol.
B

C D

E

A

FIGURE 3

Callose measurement in sweet orange through the extraction and quantification of different tissues in Citrus sinensis cv Valencia. Barplots report the
callose concentration in healthy and CLas infected roots (A), leaves (B), stems (C), and midribs (D). Bar plot (E) reports the concentration of callose in
the asymptomatic and symptomatic peduncle of ‘Valencia’. The data are expressed as average value ± SE of the mean. Different letters express
significant differences among the means, evaluated with T-test (p<0.05).
TABLE 2 Value of fluorescence for each point of the standard curve.

µg of standard 60 30 15 7.5 3.75 1.875 0.93 0.47

Fluorescence 360/490 23,91 ± 0.86 18.79 ± 0.73 14.25 ± 0.73 11.35 ± 0.29 8.64 ± 0.49 6.68 ± 0.18 4.98 ± 0.35 2.75 ± 0.32
fro
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5 Discussion

Here, we presented a short protocol for the efficient extraction

and quantification of callose from different citrus tissues. We

collected and processed samples from different tissues of healthy

and HLB-affected trees: leaf blades, midribs, stems, fruit peduncles,
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and roots. As we expected, we observed a substantial accumulation

of callose in the fruit peduncles, midribs, and stem tissues of HLB-

affected trees, while root and whole leaf blades did not show

significant differences.

In Figure 5 we present a heatmap of the callose content in each

tissue (Figures 5A, B). The tissue with the highest concentration of
B C D

E F

A

FIGURE 4

Validation of the protocol by comparison with the microscopy method. (A) Representative 3D micrographs of healthy (i) and infected (ii) ‘Duncan’
grapefruit midribs after callose labeling with aniline-blue. X= xylem, P = phloem, arrowhead=callose deposits, circles= autofluorescence of the
tissue. Bar= 100um. (B–D) values of count (B), total area (C) and average size of the particles (D) of the callose deposits by the microscopy method.
(E) Callose concentration in ‘Duncan’ midribs, extracted with the protocol developed in this study. In the bar plots, the data are expressed as average
value ± SE of the mean. Different letters express significant differences among the means, evaluated with T-test (p<0.05). (F) Time required for the
extraction of the callose and the evaluation with the confocal microscopy.
BA

FIGURE 5

Summary of the callose concentration among the analyzed tissues. (A) Heatmap of the standardized value of callose concentration among the
tissue. (B) Representative diagram of the callose distribution in healthy and infected citrus tissues. Picture realized with Biorender.
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callose was the infected midrib, while the tissue with the lowest

concentration was the asymptomatic peduncle (Figures 5A, B).

From previous studies, it was shown that HLB causes a massive

constriction of the sieve pores by callose (Etxeberria et al., 2009;

Kim et al., 2009; Achor et al., 2010; Koh et al., 2012; Deng et al.,

2019; Welker et al., 2021; Bernardini et al., 2022b). Surprisingly, in

our study there was no difference in callose content between healthy

and infected leaf blades and roots (Figure 5). To explain this

behavior, we should consider that the pathogen inhabits the

phloem, and it mostly causes alterations in the phloem tissue

(Folimonova and Achor, 2010). No callose accumulation was

observed in the palisade and spongy parenchyma, the main

components of the leaf lamina (Achor et al., 2010). Therefore, the

callose content would be greater in the phloem cells. Given this,

tissues like midribs, peduncles, and stems have a higher percentage

of phloem cells than the whole leaves, thus they will have more

callose. In a previous study, roots of sweet orange and grapefruit

showed milder symptoms compared to other organs of the infected

plants with apparently no altered callose deposition (Achor et al.,

2020). With this protocol, we also show that there is no difference in

callose content between healthy and infected roots (Figure 3A).

Having an efficient method for the evaluation of the callose

content is pivotal for the study of HLB. First, evaluating the callose

concentration provides an indirect measure of the phloem blockage,

and it could describe all the implications that the blockage may

have. Secondly, callose quantification could be an objective and

indirect measure of symptoms caused by the presence of the

pathogen in the tissues: the accumulation of callose causes the

loss of functionality of the tissue and in several cases leads to

the appearance of symptoms. Thus, in combination with other

techniques (microscopy or molecular biology), this protocol can

provide more information on citrus response. The future

application of this protocol would be in the study of tolerant

varieties, providing more information about the mechanism on

which the tolerance is laid and whether this is related to decreased

phloem blockage. Moreover, in the study of citrus we often

encountered difficulty in describing the severity of the disease:

considering the callose as the main reason for the symptom

appearance, the callose concentration could become a more

objective measure of the disease incidence rather than the

commonly used subjective visual score.
5.1 An indirect measure of the
phloem blockage

In the case of HLB, the relation between callose accumulation

with the phloem plugging and collapse, the narrowing of the

peduncle, and the formation of asymmetric small fruit are well

documented (Etxeberria et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Deng et al.,

2019). Callose constriction correlates with reduced translocation

within the phloem tissue; increases in callose deposits highly

decrease the translocation rate along the phloem (Welker et al.,

2021). This directly acts on the quality and the quantity of the fruits

produced. Reduced translocation leads to an inefficient
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photosynthetic apparatus: sugars accumulated in the leaves are

stored as starch inside the thylakoid system with a consequent

reduced photosynthetic activity (Albrecht and Bowman, 2012), and

are not as readily translocated to fruit. Together with this, a lower

translocation rate has been shown to affect many metabolic

pathways and negatively impact sugar movement and allocation

(Bernardini et al., 2022a).

Reduced photosynthetic activity and a different metabolic

pathway could be the main reasons for the quality losses observed

after CLas infection (Dagulo et al., 2010). The second effect of the

reduced translocation could be the yield loss: the observation of

sucrose and callose accumulation and the phloem plugging and

collapse in HLB-affected trees (Etxeberria et al., 2009; Kim et al.,

2009; Deng et al., 2019) have given the hypothesis that HLB

increases the tendency of fruit to abscise and drop. However,

Tang and Vashisth (2020), provided evidence that carbohydrate

shortage is not the predominant cause of HLB-associated mature

fruit drop. How the disease exacerbates fruit abscission still awaits

determination. Nonetheless, fruit size reduction has been well

documented as a HLB symptom. Fruit size is well known to be

regulated by carbohydrate and water availability in stage 1 and 2 of

fruit development (Goldschmidt, 1999).
5.2 Worsening the symptoms

The role of the callose in isolating damaged tissues is well-

established (German et al., 2023). The citrus plant responds to CLas

colonization with the deposition of callose at the sieve plates to limit

the movement of the pathogen (Granato et al., 2019; Bernardini

et al, 2022b). This response has been shown to exacerbate the HLB

symptoms such as corky veins and yellowing (Folimonova and

Achor, 2010). Knowing if callose is the only one factor responsible

for the symptom appearance is controversial: the root system

undergoes severe damage in the architecture after CLas infection

and this scenario may impact the symptoms as well (Johnson et al.,

2014). Thus, the symptom appearance is more likely related to a

sum of the two factors: damaged root system and huge callose

accumulation. In any case, having a measure of the callose could be

a good objective indicator of the symptom severity.
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